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Human Resource Management Systems

LearningVista integrates, embraces, launches and tracks learning content

Enterprise Resource Planning Systems

Learner Community

Content Authoring

Course Management Systems
(Internal, Custom, Third-party)

Learning Management Systems

e-Learning Guide™ is an innovative online performance 
support tool that integrates with desktop and enterprise
applications. Employees have immediate access to
online learning in small “chunks” so they can do
their jobs more productively by obtaining the
right information at the right time.

SkillServer™ is a learning information database
that provides customized, client-centric
information on internal and third-party
courses and other learning resources.
SkillServer provides a fast and easy way for
employees to research course information 
and register for their training.

Creating Relevant, Rich Content

When you need content, you need GlobalLearningSystems.
Whether it is custom, packaged, or third-party; our
instructionally sound content represents the best in integrated,
media-rich, custom learning. We are experts in how people think, learn and interact with technology-based instruction.

Custom Content. GlobalLearningSystems develops interactive custom learning from any content, in all media and across
all platforms. Your employees benefit from our award-winning instructional design, engaging interfaces and effective,
entertaining content. Our Rapid Development Cycle™ significantly shortens the time from concept to delivery—from vision
to reality. The result—you deliver learning to your people and products to the market faster—a clear competitive advantage.

Packaged Content. KeyStone Learning Systems™, a GlobalLearningSystems company, increases the knowledge base of users,
developers and networking professionals through interactive IT training programs on video, CD-ROM and i-DVD. Visit
www.keystonelearning.com to view our full course offerings. For 10 years, KeyStone has served IT professionals from
over 80% of the Fortune 500 companies. Because of our streamlined, state-of-the-art digital development process, we 
are releasing learning products simultaneously with new software applications, operating systems and certification 
exams. We are proud of our learning solutions status with such prestigious companies as Microsoft®, Cisco®, RedHat,
Lotus®, CompTIA®, Corel® and more.

Third-Party Content. Our alliances with major third-party content providers ensure instant access to learning in any
area required: IT skills, soft skills, compliance and review skills, English as a second language and K-12 programs.

Delivering in Multiple Formats

We recognize that e-Learning must be available in multiple formats to meet the needs of organizations and their learners.
GlobalLearningSystems delivers e-Learning online via the Internet, intranet, and virtual private networks; and electronically

on video, CD-ROM, i-DVD, wireless and satellite.

i-DVD, jointly developed by GlobalLearningSystems and
Panasonic, is an innovative global format for digital
production. It eliminates the Web bandwidth barrier by
combining the video quality of DVD with the instant global
access of the Internet. It plays on multiple equipment types:
PC with a DVD drive, set-top DVD player and DVD-enabled
game systems. Web-enabled i-DVD handles all online
learning tasks including registration, assessments,
scheduling and tracking.

Instructor-led training is still a major format for content
delivery. GlobalLearningSystems delivers classroom IT
training worldwide. We are expanding the scope of
instructor-led training by making it available online.

Building a Learning Strategy

Learning is a business process that must be integrated into every facet of your business—a fact we consider in building a learning
strategy. We base our strategies on our expertise in learning and technology and your business and performance goals. From vision
to reality, our fast, effective strategy development process encompasses each phase of the learning development cycle.

Resources for Enterprise-Wide Learning Solutions
GlobalLearningSystems has all the components to build incredibly efficient, infinitely scalable enterprise-wide learning
environments. e-Learning strategists, instructional designers, programmers, systems architects and engineers integrate our
solutions with your business systems, in your environment.

LearningVista™ is an open, extensible, standards-based Learning Management System (LMS). The LearningVista framework of
technology, tools, and methodologies is designed for enterprises requiring a customized online learning environment that is
continuous, consistent and measurable. Your LearningVista-powered learning website provides a customizable and scalable
foundation to support tens of thousands of learners.

Unlike most off-the-shelf, fixed-feature solutions, LearningVista is a comprehensive and easily maintainable platform that
provides flexibility to adapt and grow. LearningVista is non-proprietary allowing for smooth integration with external Course
Management System (CMSs) and LMS products. Organizations can improve financial performance by reducing classroom
training costs and increasing employee productivity.
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e-Learning from Vision to Reality

Develop Learning Strategy Design and Build Implement and Evaluate

• Robust Learning Strategies

• Custom Interactive Multimedia Instruction

• Comprehensive Content Library

• LearningVista™

• e-Learning Guide™

• SkillServer™

• Multiple Training Delivery Formats

• Reliable Customer Support

• GlobalLearningAlliance™

Take advantage of our extensive
learning resources –– unmatched by
any other company in our industry

Creating a Total Integrated Solution

GlobalLearningAlliance™ – GlobalLearningSystems is a founding member of GlobalLearningAlliance, a worldwide 

network of top learning companies providing IT training and advanced technology dedicated to meeting our clients’

needs in more than 70 countries around the world.


